In this paper we have define and treat (i-s) semi-inner product, which is a generalization of superior semi-inner product function and inferior semi-inner product function.
Introduction
The generalization of inner product concept has been one of the subject of studies for many mathematicians. In In this definition missing the symmetry condition (x, y) = (y, x), which is satisfied by inner product and is required the satisfying the Cauchy condition. 
Main Results
Let be X a vector space. For a (i-s) semi-inner product are true the following properties:
Proof. Indeed, (x, x) = Note. In general for a (i-s) semi-inner product is not hold true the linearity, so the equality (x + y, z) = (x, z) + (y, z), for x, y, z ∈ X. For this let look into normed space (X, ⋅ ), where X = [ 2, 1] C − is provided with From the other hand 1 2 2 for 2 0 ( )( ) for 0 1 
